TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #711

INITIAL POINT
THREE RIVERS
RANCH

SEC. 30 T 45 R 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: SEE MAP c-306

CONDITION
FOUND: 2" IRON PIPE PLUGGED MAP d1306

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN PILE OF STONES AND CEMENT IN POSITION OF FD. 2" T.P. NOW LAYING ALONGSIDE MONUMENT 84" Hat Section 15 SOUTH

NEW ACCESSORY:
*8" MAPLE N 62° W 165' INT. PT. BT CS DISTANCE TO FACE

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 150 WEST OF HIGHWAY 22 IN AN OLD EAST-WEST FENCE LINE.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR, DAN McNUFF, KEVIN DUNN

DATE: 12-19-75 PHOTO#: NWD-B 13-37
* = County corner tag affixed.